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1992 DRAWS TO A CLOSE, BUT WHAT OF THE FUTURE?
The PRA group began the year quietly with a few UFO reports, such as the
sighting over the M1 on the 11th of Apri1
As the year progressed, the
number of reports increased and a picture began to form of a 1 arge slow
moving craft of some kind being frequently reported across the Midlands and
more lately in Eastern Scotland.
•

The recent sightings of this craft have indicated that the shape of this
UFO is more triangular than oval and it immediately brings to mind the
11 Belgian Flap11 , when a similar type of craft was seen.
There are
unsubstantiated reports from the USA, that this object is one of the
vehicles used by the aliens known as the "Grays", but at this stage we can
only state that this is pure speculation.
UFO's apart, we became involved in the Crop Circle mystery once again, as
the "season" developed.
It is now certain that the mystery has two
distinct features.
One, that the single Crop Circle is a natural
phenomenon that has been around for at 1 east a hundred years.
This has
been confirmed by Pat De1 gado, who has quoted o1 d farmers reco11 ecting
seeing "Crop Cire1 es" in their chi1 dhood and their parents speaking of
seeing them also in their youth. The second part of the mystery is the fact
that the complicated patterns that have been seen in recent years, cannot
in any way have been formed as the result of a "natural11 phenomenon. There
has to be an intelligence behind the "Pictograms", whether it is human or
otherwise, as yet, this big question mark remains unanswered.
During the past year, the PRA investigated a number of Crop Circles that
appeared near Mansfield. We are indebted to Mark Haywood and Karen Douglas
for their assistance in the location of Crop Circles in that area.
Once again, a circle appeared on the same hill at Husbands Bosworth, Leics.
This was inv€stigated in depth, by Garry Stapleton and Omar Fowler. It was
during this investigation that the "Microdet" (invented by Paul Foster of
Derby) , located a high frequency radiation source over the hill. A similar
H/F source was located over an adjoining hill at Mansfield Woodhouse, using
the same instrument.
We are grateful to the well known Crop Circle photographer "Busty" Taylor,
for permission to reproduce the photograph of a truly astounding crop
circle formation, which formed in a field North-West of Silbury Hill in
Wiltshire, at the end of August this year (see overleaf) . This complicated
circle was visible for only a very short period, believed to be only 24
hours, before the farmer cut the field crop. This photograph may well be
exclusive to Busty Taylor.
There is no need to explain the complicated
design at this juncture, as the photograph speaks for itself! We will
endeavour to give you more details at a later date.

What can we expect to happen in 1993?
There have been a number of
disturbing indie ators coming to the fore during the past year.
It seems
that big and not altogether pleasant changes are on the way.
The fact that some major changes may take place, have come from a number of
sources, even rumoured to originate from at least one of our Alien
visitors.
To give you some idea of the dire warnings, I have reproduced
extracts from various talks made during the past year.
Bob Dean,

speaking at the Quest International Conference, Leeds:-

We are facing a future that is going to be frightening.
There wi1 1 be
I
events taking place in the very near future that will shake the world.
must tell you that you can arm yourselves with knowledge and truth, do your
own research and come to your own conclusions.
Icke, speaking in Nottingham:-

David

The time is fast approaching, when the link between what I and many other
people through history and this time have been saying in endless speeches
throughout the World and what is happening in the World now, can no longer
be ignored.
I passed on information to the Truth Vibrations, information
that predicted the end of the Soviet Union and how it would break up into
independent countries, with an overall organisation trying to co- ordinat€
co- operation between it.
It talked about the breaking up of all the large countries and empires,
some violently, some by agreement, how there would be conflict all over the
World.
Increasing social unrest, crime, the rise of the right and
inexp1 icab1 e weather conditions that would ine1 ude vast droughts in some
areas, fantastic winds rains and floods in others.
These conditions would cantinue to increase in their severity a1 1 the
time
this is happening now and unfolding around the World.
It is
obvious, that if everything that exists, is ·the same energy in different
forms, then if the nature of that energy is changing in our time of
creation and it is, it must affect everything.
From the human body, mind
to the weather and the physical surface of the Earth in terms of geological
events.
•

•

•

It's not the 'greenhouse effect' that's changing the weather, to any great
extent, I would submit, it is the changing nature of this sub- atomic energy
in which we live. It is that tap being turned on more and more, stirring
everything up and creating this turmoi1 and this chaos, as the old fa1 1 s
apart, to allow the new to take it's place.
Leonie

Starr (Astrologer) , speaking in an exclusive PRA interview:-

What is happening now is that we are going through major transformation in
Now obvious1 y, you can 1 oak up any Sun sign astro1 ogy
a1 1 those areas.
book on Scorpio and find out all the different areas that it will effect.
The influence and energy started some years ago and gradually builds up to
February 1st, when I expect the peak
(we won't have long to wait! )
.
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Garry Stapleton
photographed at
A number of her
before we could

and Leonie Starr
a recent PRA meeting.
predictions came true
get into print!

Omar Fowler g1v1ng support to Busty Taylor
who gave his talk in spite of a heavy cold
at the Stanley Club 29th October.

AN

INTERVIEW WITH LEONIE STARR, THE AUSTRALIAN ASTROLOGER (29/10/92)

Leonie Starr recently attended the PRA meeting at the Stanley Club, as a
fellow Crop Circle investigator and lecturer with Busty Taylor. During her
visit, she had a long discussion with Omar Fowler and expressed her concern
over the future world view.
Several extracts from the discussion are given below:Through my teens and my twenty 1 s, I did a 1 ot of reading, religion and
stuff like that. I read Edward Case, his books have always been well worth
reading. My work astrologically, is certainly a different area, but seems
to have strong connections with the 'so called' catastrophic predictions.
There are various aspects between the Planets that are very dramatic in
their effect. Not just on the individual, if I'm reading someone's chart,
then that is individual to them. There are particular times when you have
aspects formed between some of these Planets.
When you 1 ve got major
aspects happening, particularly with the outer Planets, they tend to be the
ones that will effect generations of people and will effect the World in
general. They move very slowly, so their effect is felt over a long period
of time and it's felt gradually.
I won't go into great detail about all the different source of aspects, but
at the moment, what you've got is a time of great transformation, I'm not
just saying that, I know it's happening. You1ve got Pluto, whlch is the
Planet of transformation and major upheaval in its own sign. Now when a
Planet is in its own sign and in this case it is Scorpio, then all the
characteristics of that sign begin to manifest in a Global way and Scorpio
is all about transformation, it's about bringing stuff up from the depths
and up to the surface.· Things that we have hidden over many years, those
are the sort of thing that will come to the surface. Pluto in its own sign,
a lot of transformation, a very. powerful time and it will have been in
Scorpio for about thirteen years.
Neptune rules Pisces, which is a water sign and is to do with feelings and
'
It's a bit like
emotions, I'll mention it again, to do with mystery.·
Scorpio is a water sign as well, so there's a lot of mystery, illusion and
deception that is now coming to the fore. Because when you have Uranus and
Neptune together, Uranus's energy is the 'wakener', Neptune is 'illusion',
'deception' and 'disintegration', so. those two go hand in glove together.

-

The influence
February 1st,
that position
prevalent for

and energy started some years ago and gradually builds up to
when I expect the peak.
Then· it wi11 'two and fro', over
next year.
So, the energy of Uranus and Neptune has been
some years and is gaining strength.

Capricorn is an Earth sign, it is to do with money, property and to do with
possessions, security. It is ruled by Saturn which is to do with structure.
Capricorn's like things to be predictable, it's an Earth sign, so they are
realistic, ambitious and well able to work very hard to get what they want.
In fact our material World is very much, as I see it, a Capricorn World.
Capricorn rules, money, property, banking, finance and anything to do with
the Earth, mining etc.

Our Prime Minister, even though he . is a Sun/Aeries
has the Moon in
Capricorn and -Britain .. Ts-- a ·caprico·rn -rures-·cauntty".- ··It•s-·stro·ng·-in the
chart of Britain.
I expected some years ago, when these two major
energies, these two Planets went into Capricorn, that we were going to have
some big changes coming up and sure enough, that is what has been
happening. I expected to see the gradual change, the wakening', but Uranus
energy is unpredictable and it brings up different things.
The Neptune
energy is about illusion and deception.
All the illusions that we have had about those very things, money, banking,
finance, property, politics and a1 so Capricorn is to d.o with the status
quo', to do with your class system in this country and with Royalty, it's
all Capricorn stuff, because Capricorn loves tradition, history and
tradition is very important, so a1 1 of those a reas are being brought to
public awareness.
I am not just saying this because I read the news, I
knew this years ago. Look at what's happening with the Royal Family , all
that illusion that they've had for so many years is now being brought to
the surface*.
The Neptunian illusion of "isn't it wonderful, our Royal Family" and Uranus
Uranus the awakener-great
is saying "How wonderful is it, 1 ets see".
change, Bang, gone!
The banking, the money, it's all part of the western
tradition, which is now having the Uranus/Neptune treatment.
Now the thing is, all those working together are producing what is
happening in our society now, ·particularly in this country,
the recession,
all of that to me is this indication showing through. I suspect that what
we will get is, more and more of these structures, these wonderful sacred
Capricorn structures, are going to be brought to the surface and dea1 t
with. When anybody goes through a major change, its painful, but you need
to get rid of the old, to make way for the new,. that's Scorpio, Phoenix
rising from the ashe�**. So what you are having is a complete breakdown of
the whole of the Capricornian structure.
·
Now interestingly enough, the Soviet union ha·s Scorpio strongly p1 aced in
its chart and of course Pluto in its own sign of Scorpio, I would expect to
see major transformation still to come, it's not over yet***..
In this
coming year will be a very powerful year, when a lot of those things will
come to the fore. Now those of us who will be able to make these changes
within ourselves, this is why so many people are coming to see me, people I
nave never heard of before, peop1 e' s 1 ives are changing, a1 1 the things
that they held dear, a1 1 their securities (that's Capricorn) , are being
eroded away, are being changed just 1 ike that, very very quickly, then
disintegrated.
* This prediction could.have referred to the then, still to be announced,
separation of Prince Charles and Lady Di '·
** Again this prediction could well have referred to the coming Windsor
Castle fire.
*** In todays news (19/12) , President Boris Yeltsin has cut short his visit
to China to rush home and restore order! Obvious1y there may well be major
changes yet to come!

JUST IN CASE YOU MISSED IT!

From THE GUARDIAN newspaper 14/12/92:
FAST- MOVING UFO SPIED AS 5,500 mph SECRET TAKES OFF
The mysterious appearance of a fast- moving UFO off the Shetland Islands at
the weekend, which prompted seasonal speculation about the second coming of
Christ, has coincided with reports in the US that an ultra- top- secret
American spy plane has gone operational with a top speed of 5,500 mph.
Shetland palice, the Coastguard and the Lerwick Observatory recorded 17
sightings of a "large, white object travelling low and very fast" at about
9pm on Saturday.
"We just haven't a clue what it could be, " a puzzled Lerwick police
spokesman admitted. A Lerwick Observatory scientist who reported that the
UFO had been moving so fast that he had missed it could only say "I hope it
comes around again."
It may just do that. According to reports in Washington, defence industry
specialists and writers are going into excitement overdrive on reports that
the US military has begun testing the successor to the SR- 71 Blackbird spy
plane. The plane with no name is said to have a top speed of Mach 8, or
eight times the speed of sound. It is so fast that it could reach anywhere
on the globe within three hours.
For this very reason, tests cannot be restricted to US airspace. By the
time the plane has warmed up, it could be over, for example Scotland. It
would also take several countries to come to a stop.
The Pentagon,
yesterday.

predictably,

imposed

a

no- comment

zone

over

the

plane

From the TODAY newspaper 14/12/92
UFO ALERT ON REMOTE ISLES
THE Shetland Islands were shocked by their latest visitor at the weekend creatures from Outer Space.
Coastguards, police and the Lerwick Observatory received 17 independent
reports of a UFO.
A police chief inspector, an optician and the general
manager of Lerwick Harbour Trust were among those who saw it.
Witnesses said there was a large white light, travelling low and fast, and
accompanied by up to four smaller lights.
"It looked like a plane on fire, " one said. Others described a long tail
of various colours streaming behind a big light.
Editors Note: Our thanks to Paul Whitehead of SIGAP and Jeff Whitear PRA,
for the newspaper cuttings.

MORE THOUGHTS FROM JEF F WHITEAR
As promised, my opinion on the intelligence angle.
This is
based on my own experience and people I have had the pleasure
to meet over the last six years, one of which is a medium and
the other an experienced dowser.

Taking the dowser's remarks

that too much energy from an energy line will make you
excited or depressed,

therefore affecting the mind,

I

relate

this to the growing unrest around the world as the earth's
energy is increasing,

this unrest more noticeable along and

close to the major continental fault lines.
I

became aware of this

since the unrest in Armenia just

before their major earthquake in 1988!
As I have stated in
my other letters we have had this increase in numbers of crop
circles,

earthquakes and volcanic activity,

plus the increase

in size of energy lines in recent years.
So as this

energy

seems to have an adverse effect on our minds

it could have the same effect on any other beings that visit
us,

unless

of course they would be so advanced they would know

how to overcome this
To me,

problem

•.

with my belief that there is a spiritual world for

every physical world,

I feel that this energy is the link of

communicating from us to them,

but because this energy

is

becoming too strong it is having a bad reaction on both
sides.

This is when

I relate the alien beings to the picture,

for an alien that is

so advanced would be in harmony with its

own planet and therefore keeping the balance of its own
planets natural energy.
Part of being a civilized intelligence.

Thi$ civilised being

would have a fully developed brain, therefore having the
ability of a fully developed medium, so would be in contact
with its spiritual world at any time.
Perhaps the path for
communicating in the physical world, i.e. telepathy!
So when
an advanced being in a physical form can travel to other
planets and find uncivilised �nder developed beings such as on
The law o£ the cosmos would not allow them to
planet earth.
interfere with their development but would be allowed and able
to communicate with the spiritual world.
When such a being as the human race becomes civilised then it
will understand

the

true use of its own spiritual connection,

where knowledge could be gained via this source, from higher
int�lligence.
So I feel that the messag es drawn in the crops
are from an alien intelligence but formed by our. own spiritual
world.
If you do not develop in the correct manner you will have self
If you get it right you
destruction from the natural elements!
will be able and allowed to go out

into the cosmos to sow

the

seeds of intelligence c:r;eating life in your own likeness!
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TALE ENDERS

As a direct result of the recent TV show 11 The Time and The Place11 (Central
24th November) in which Omar Fowler took part, we have received a number of
enquiries from people involved in abduction and close-contact cases.
A Mr Terry T. telephoned the Central studios shortly after the programme
had been shO\\'n and asked Omar Fowler to ring him a.s.a.p. This was done
and the reve1 ations made over the phone were so astounding that Omar
arranged to travel a total of some 320 miles to meet Mr T. two days later!
Terry's experiences, which involved contact with Aliens and also travelling
in their craft, was confirmed by his wife and son, who had both witnessed
some of the amazing claims made by Terry.
An in-depth investigation is
under way and initially, it does appear that Terry has great ESP powers!
Another three close contactee's were interviewed briefly by Omar Fowler and
it is planned to arrange follow-up visits to the witnesses concerned. One
of the witnesses, Linda Jones of Manchester, also appeared on the Central
TV show 11Weekend Live11 on the night of the 18th December. Among the other
speakers was Harry Harris, a well known investigator and regression
hypnotist.
The inclusion of several sceptics in the programme made it patently obvious
that many members of the scientific community still hold a tightly
blinkered view of the UFO subject. How impertinent to indicate that there
�ay be a possibility of another life-form in the Universe being as
1ntelligent as ourselves
•

•

•

•

•

A BARRAGE BALLOON SEEN?
Several reports were received of a balloon shaped silver object being seen
in the sky in the Langley Mill area, during Tuesday the 1st of December.
No other information has come to light at pre�ent. It may have been an old
wartime style barrage balloon or a silver "ball11 type, UFO observation
craft?
KEEPING UP WITH TECHNOLOGY
The PRA Group will be operating on a Fax communication line as from
January. This should enable us to keep one step ahead in receiving on line
information on the UFO and Crop Circle subjects.
THERE WILL BE NO MEETING DURING DECEMBER
The next meeting wi1 1 probab1 y take p1 ace in 1 ate January, depending on
weather conditions etc. members wi1 1 be advised in the January issue of
the OVNI. Your comments are always welcome, if you would like to suggest a
subject for any future meetings and discussion. May I thank members of the
PRA for their help and assistance in the running of the group during the
past year.
It only remains for yow· Editor to say 11 HAPPY XMAS11 we will me��t again next
year!

